DIY Papercrafters Weekly Project Tutorial

September 2020

Plant Poke Project Tutorial
DIY home décor projects are always fun. You keep them out for a month or two
and then you can toss it, scrapbook it, or keep it for next year. Today’s
project can be used in a plant by your front door, or in a plant or vase on
your table for a centerpiece.

Supplies:
-White card stock
-Craft card stock
-Patterned Papers
-Stamp Set
-Black ink pad
-Coloring Medium
-Die Cut or Sticker Word
-Dowel
-Ribbon
-Adhesive, hot glue or heavy-duty
tape
-laminator or clear contact paper
(optional)
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Instructions:
1. Stamp your image in black ink on white card stock and color it in with
your favorite coloring medium. (The size will depend on the size of the
plant or vase you are planning to use.) Round the corners with a corner
rounder.
2. Cut a piece of craft card stock ¼” wider and ¼” taller than your white
stamped piece and round the corners. (My white piece was 3-1/2 x 5-1/2”,
my craft piece was cut at 3-3/4 x 5-3/4” which is very big! ) Layer the
white piece on top of the craft with your favorite adhesive.
3. Cut a piece of 6 x 6” patterned paper in a coordinating pattern or color
into a pennant shape and cut it down to size. (I left mine full sized.)
4. Attach the craft piece to the patterned paper and add your favorite
word die cut or sticker title to the top with your adhesive.
5. Laminate the entire panel if you have a laminator. If not, you can use
clear contact paper or simply leave it as plain paper. (Mine is outside
so I laminated mine.)
6. Attach this to a dowel, stick, or wood skewer with heavy duty tape or
hot glue.
7. Add some ribbon to the dowel below the decorated piece and stick this in
your plant or vase.

Tips:
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Your plant or container so determine the size your plant poke is.
You can stamp any image at all! If you don’t love coloring images in or
painting, simply use solid stamps and stamp them in colors that will
work with your décor.
If you are using this as a table centerpiece, you may want to decorate
both sides!
You can remove the decorated panel when you are done with it and use
it as a decoration in a journal or scrapbook layout.

Products I used:

Are you interested in the products I used? To make them easier for you to find, I
have linked them below. (Affiliate disclosure ) Your purchases help keep my blog
running at no additional cost to you and I thank you for the support!
Stamp Set: Not 2 Shabby Woodland Buddies
Patterned Paper: MFT Stamps Party Plaid 6 x 6” Papers
Coloring Medium: Copic or Altenew Markers
Laminator: 3M Scotch Laminator
Laminator Sheets: 3M Scotch Thermal Laminator Pouches
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